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Abstract. With the continuous expansion of applications field on the computer system simulation, the problems of system modeling faced has become more and more complex. At present, there are two main problems: First, modeling object is complex, with a variety of uncertainties and nonlinear characteristics difficult to describe accurately; Second, the requirements of the system modeling more and more higher, urgent to improve the capacity of description of the system model, flexibility, universality and intelligence of the modeling approach. Artificial neural network (ANN) is a new theory and technology for the rapid development of computer intelligent research in recent years. It is applied to computer system simulation modeling because it is used to solve the problem without the need to establish accurate physical model and mathematical model in advance. The multi-layer network can approximate any continuous function, and is equivalent to a differential equation (group) to describe the actual system. It is a kind of system modeling method with strong applicability. At the same time, the method has the ability to learn and acquire the knowledge from the environment (e.g. by learning input/output of the typical sample data input / output to the system, to obtain the hidden rules), so it has good adaptability to the system simulation problem.

Introduction

The theory and method of linear system control have been solved perfectly in the field of automatic control, and some achievements have been made for the complicated nonlinear system. However, due to the complexity and time-varying nature of the actual system, especially for certain processes with uncertainty, it is difficult to establish an accurate mathematical description model. Therefore, the traditional methods universally have the problems of difficult to be modeled, low accuracy and difficult to solve. In recent years, intelligent control theory and methods have been paid attention to and developed, to provide an effective way for solving the problem of complex nonlinear dynamic system control. As the neural network has a high degree of non-linear mapping ability, large-scale parallel distributed processing and good adaptive learning mechanism, there is great potential in dynamic system identification and control. Therefore, the research on application of artificial neural network identification control has good adaptability.

In this paper, the commonly used identification control methods were analyzed. Based on the problem of identification control and optimization solution of dynamic systems, the neural network model and learning algorithm are studied, and the neural network is combined with fuzzy logic and evolutionary algorithms. Different neural network models are constructed to realize system identification control and process optimization in this paper. In the system identification, using the most typical BP neural network for the research of nonlinear systems identification. The fuzzy neural network is used for the design of control model. An improved quantum genetic algorithm is used for the optimization and solution on the control model parameters.

Function and Application Fields of System Simulation

System simulation is a new discipline which began to emerge in the late 1940s and gradually developed. It can be used to construct a system model that can reflect both system characteristics and system research requirements based on situations that the actual system does not exist or exists but cannot be directly studied on this systems, and carry out the research on the concerned system, to reveal the inherent characteristics, operating rules and the relationship between subsystems of the...
existing and future systems, and predict the future. Simulation techniques can play an important role in all stages of system planning, design, analysis and retrofitting. Now, it has become an indispensable and important method for system analysis, research, design and personnel training.

With the development of simulation technology, the purpose of simulation technology application tends to be diversified and comprehensive. The initial simulation technique was used as the tool for experiments of actual system, and then used to training. Current simulation system application includes the research of system concept, systematic feasibility study, system analysis and design, system analysis and design, system development, system testing and evaluation, system operator training, system prediction, system application and maintenance, and other aspects. Its application fields have been developed to the military and various important areas related to the national economy.

In the military field, simulation is based on the development of weapons and equipment, military training, advanced concepts and military requirements analysis and other aspects; In industrial field, it plays a major role in the process of the concept research and the requirement analysis before the construction of the large-scale construction projects, but also it can optimize the operation of power systems, training of operators in nuclear power plant, and the use of virtual manufacturing technology to solve the problem for manufacturing enterprises on how to develop acceptable product for customers in the shortest possible time and the most economical means. Providing services for combat training of weapon systems and industrial process Simultaneously, the applications of simulation services are being extended to many fields such as transportation, education, communication, society, economy and entertainment. In addition, it also get a great application in the field of oil.

**Artificial Neuron Network**

Process Neural Network is one kind of network composed by several neutrons with a certain of topology structure. Similar to the traditional neural network, process neural networks can be divided into feed-forward neural networks and feed-back process neural networks according to the connection method between neurons. Firstly, we define a process neural network model whose weight function can be expanded by a set of basis functions. Assuming that the weight function of the process neural network can be expanded by the basis function \( b(t) \), that is, the form of the weight function is limited to a class of simpler function classes, to consider the problem. The basis function \( b(t) \) can be a finite basis or a countable basis, and may be orthogonal or non-orthogonal.

\[
\begin{align*}
    w_i(t) &= \sum_{k=1}^{i} w_{ik} b_k(t) \\
    c_i &= \int_{0}^{T} w_i(t) x_i(t) dt \\
    y &= f \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} c_i - \theta \right)
\end{align*}
\]

Where \( \theta \) is the threshold value of the fourth layer unit and \( f \) is the excitation function of the fourth layer. Combine (1 ~ 3) together, the relationship between the output and the input process is as follows:

\[
y = f \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{L} w_{ik} \int_{0}^{T} b_k(t) x_i(t) dt - \theta \right)
\]

Consider the following combined model of projection, as shown in Fig. 1:
Finally the results are output at the output layer, that is

\[
c_i = \int_0^T \left( \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ji} x_j(t) \right) b_i(t) \, dt = \sum_{j=1}^{n} w_{ji} \int_0^T x_j(t) b_i(t) \, dt
\]

**Dynamic System Control Based on Feed-forward Process Neural Network**

Artificial neural networks have the nonlinear transformation mechanism and learning ability, as well as high parallel computing power and fault tolerance, providing an effective tool for the identification and control of nonlinear systems. At present, many scientists have applied artificial neural network technology to the control of complex systems. For example, using time-lapse neural network, partial feedback network and other models to identify and control the nonlinear systems. However, when these neural control models solve the problem of system process input / output and time sequence dependency, it mainly realize the delay and correspondence between the input and output of the system by the external delay link, that is to form a time discretization cycle network, is a non-time-varying information processing model essentially. At the same time, the relationship between model structure and the information transfer is complex, which brings some unpredictable problems to the construction and stability of the network learning algorithm, and it is also difficult to reflect the time accumulation effect of the dynamic system process input.

Applying the feed-forward process neural network, a nonlinear dynamic system control model and method are proposed based on process neural network. System process control based on process neural network is used to design process control model based on process neural network on the basis of process identification by applying the adaptive learning mechanism of time-varying environment data and the nonlinear modeling ability under dynamic system study.

Based on the time-varying input / output data of the dynamic system, an identification model based on the process neural network can be established to reflect the forward kinetic characteristics of the system. Then, the system can control the output signal and identification model to establish the reverse control model, to achieve the actual system of process control.

The solution based on system control signal of the process control neural network can be divided into two stages: the first stage is to determine the positive model of the system, namely using system training function sample to confirm identification model of process neural network to meet the positive input / output of actual system; the second stage is to solve process control signal the system to meet the control performance requirements. The solving method of the control model is
partially based on the robustness and global search ability of the quantum genetic algorithm, to provide the optimization method of the process neural network control model based on the quantum genetic algorithm, and realize the concrete steps of the system process control, and The validity of the model and algorithm is verified by experimental results.

**Conclusion**

As the controlled object becomes more and more complex, it shows the characteristics of intricately uncertain process, non-linearity and time-varying, difficult to model accurately, and some models can be established roughly, but faced with the difficulties to solve, which bring more and more highly requirements on control system. Neural network control is a discipline formed by the combination of neural network and automatic control. As artificial neural network has a certain of self-learning, adaptive and nonlinear mapping ability, the application of neural network in the control field has become an inevitable trend of development, and achieved a lot of important results. In this paper, the basic concepts and principles of system identification control are summarized, and the application of feed-forward neural network in nonlinear system identification is introduced. Because of the characteristics of fuzzy neural network itself, it has been widely used in system control. In this paper, fuzzy neural network is used to applied to design the control model, and an improved quantum genetic algorithm is used to optimize the control parameters. In the inverted pendulum control experiment, a good control effect has been achieved.
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